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Rating Systems
Interior Design and Construction
Commercial Interiors 
Retail - Commercial Interiors
Hospitality - Commercial Interiors
The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
All Projects
Select one or more of the following:
Option 1. Interior reuse (2 points)
Option 2. Furniture reuse (1 point)
Option 3. 
Option 1. Interior Reuse
Table: Reused interior surface area	
Complete the table below for all surface areas in the project. List the surface area of structural elements, enclosure materials, and interior finishes such as walls, doors, floor coverings, and ceiling finishes. All structural element square footages must be accounted for. Exclude nonstructural roofing material and window assemblies from credit calculations. If portions of structural elements have been excluded from either existing or reused areas due to structural unsoundness, presence of hazardous materials, and/or contamination risk to occupants, remove the excluded elements from the existing area input.
Element 
Element
Description
Percent interior reuse (%)
Percent interior reuse must be at least 50% for 2 points and 95% for exemplary performance.
Describe materials that were excluded from credit calculations due to hazard. Also describe any materials that were removed and not replaced in the final design. For materials not replaced, describe how and why they were not incorporated into the final design. If not applicable, enter "N/A" below.
Option 2. Furniture Reuse
Complete the table below for all salvaged or reused furniture in the project.
Table: Furniture reuse
Description of Material
Manufacturer or Vendor Name
Material Cost ($) 
Percent Salvaged or Reused (%)
Sustainable Criteria
Value ($)
Total sustainable criteria value of salvaged or reused furniture ($)
Total cost of furniture and furnishings ($)
Percent furniture reuse (%)
Percent furniture reuse must be at least 30% for 1 point and 60% for exemplary performance.
Option 3. Design for Flexibility
50% Accessible floor and/or ceiling systems
50% Movable or demountable wall, floor, and/or ceiling systems
50% Integral labels
Select three or more of the following:
Take-back program of one major system
50% Reusable or recyclable materials
50% Flexible power distribution
50% Flexible lighting control system
Upload: Accessible systems floor plan(s)
Provide a floor plan(s) highlighting the accessible systems for at least 50% of the floor area. Flexible systems may be located in the floor or the ceiling.
50% Accessible Floor and/or Ceiling Systems
Upload: Movable systems floor plan(s)
Provide a floor plan(s) demonstrating that at least 50% of interior nonstructural walls, ceilings, and floors are movable or demountable.
50% Movable or Demountable Wall, Floor, and/or Ceiling Systems
Table: Integral labels
50% Integral Labels
Total cost of nonstructural materials ($)
Total cost of nonstructural materials with integral labels ($)
Percentage of nonstructural materials with integral labels (%)
At least 50% of nonstructural materials must have integral labels.
Upload: Take-back contract
Provide a contract, agreement, or on-site pictures demonstrating that at least one major component of the project has a take-back program.
Take-Back Program of One Major System
Table: Reusable or recyclable materials
50% Reusable or Recyclable Materials
Total cost of nonstructural materials ($)
Total cost of reusable or recyclable nonstructural materials ($)
Percentage of nonstructural materials that are reusable or recyclable (%)
At least 50% of nonstructural materials must be reusable or recyclable.
Upload: Flexible power distribution floor plan(s)
Provide a floor plan(s) demonstrating that at least 50% of the project floor area is served by a flexible power distribution system
50% Flexible Power Distribution
Upload: Lighting schedule and calculations
Provide a lighting schedule and calculations demonstrating that at least 50% of the lighting load is served by a flexible lighting controls system with plug and play components.
50% Flexible Lighting Control System
Briefly outline the strategy employed for the project:
·   Describe the overall goals for flexibility and ease of future adaptation
·   Identify at least three specific strategies and describe how each strategy was integrated into the project design
·   Describe how the qualifying areas and/or costs were calculated
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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